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Stanislav Govorukhin, filmmaker and head of the State Duma's Culture Committee, has
proposed stiffer penalties for acts of vandalism against works of art. Govorukhin's new
initiative is in response to activists' demands to close a photo exhibition by Jock Sturges in
Moscow's Lumiere Brothers Photography Center. 

If accepted, the law would expand Article 214 of the Criminal Code, which covers vandalism,
adding an item for "desecration, damaging, or destruction of works of art." If there is
"significant damage," a convicted vandal can face fines of up to 1 million rubles ($15,500), a
year of community service, and up to two years imprisonment. 

The director also wanted to add an article on "the public desecration of works of literature, art
or folk art." To punish such acts he proposed a fine of up to 100,000 rubles, compulsory work
for a period of up to 120 hours, or detention for 15 days. For repeated offenses, there would be
a fine of up to 500,000 rubles, compulsory work up to 200 hours, or arrest.



Govorukhin explained the reasoning behind his proposal in an interview with the Open Russia
organization. 

"We all know about the current acts of vandalism, they are heard everywhere — in
newspapers, on television. They destroyed that exhibition, that play was interrupted, then a
photograph was doused with urine," Govorukhin said. 

"Vandalism in our country has increased simply because people have become freer.
Previously, no one dared to throw water on something at an exhibition. Though there were,
for example, cases of assault with a knife on some famous painting. But this doesn't happen
only in our country. We may recall the attempt on the Mona Lisa. Now it hangs behind
protective glass. For what? To protect it from vandals.''
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